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KABUFF
Experimental Artspace 
for expanded forms of production and presentation

Kabuff Residency
Application 2019/20

The KABUFF is an experimental art space in Freiburg
which aims to promote artistic exchange; offering a
platform to young artists for their innovative projects.

At least 3 times a year the KABUFF gives out a between one
and three month residency. During this time a studio and
presentation space is provided in the historic sculptors hall
of the E-WERK in Freiburg.

The stay affords the participants with the chance to
exchange ideas with other artists in Freiburg, to work in a
new environment, and to present their own work.

The Residency is alway between March and October and is
given out without age or degree requirements. All artistic
areas are welcome. Accommodations will be provided for
the duration of the stay and as well as a fixed budget for
materials. The E-WERK Freiburg is a former electricity
plant that today functions as an interdisciplinary cultural
center with its own exhibition space. Because of this
applications across all forms of media or video- and 
audioprojects are very welcome. There is light, audio, 
and video technology available for use.

Applications must include a Portfolio with a CV, that gives
an overview of previous artistic work. And the planned
project should be presented in a short description with
visualization. Also please include the desired Residency
time frame.

KABUFF
in the Bildhauerhalle, 
E-WERK Freiburg e.V.

Eschholzstr.77
79106 Freiburg



Send applications until January 20th 2019 to  kontakt@kabuff.de

More information at www.kabuff-ewerk.de
Direct further questions to kontakt@kabuff.de . 
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